Private Lessons

This is for the shooting enthusiast who is not comfortable learning with other shooters or who just wants
to have professional one on one training with a highly
skilled staff member. Please contact for details and
availability. ALL FIREARMS, OPTICS, EQUIPMENT CAN
BE PROVIDED AT NO COST,excluding ammunition.

Group Courses

If you have a group of shooters who would like a private course just for them to attend we can facilitate
your needs. There is a student minimum which depends on the requested course. Some courses may
not be available due to past experience requirements.
Contact for details. ALL FIREARMS, OPTICS AND
EQUIPMENT CAN BE PROVIDED AT NO COST, excluding ammunition.

Female Intuition
& Threat Awareness

This is a 3 hour class (5:30-8:30 pm) focusing on preventive measures. It is designed to educate females
of all ages with the potential threats they may face
in every day interactions with strangers, unknown
threats, a potentially dangerous acquaintance or
unfamiliar environment. Size, strength, age and skill
doesn’t make you invulnerable to an attack, being
aware and prepared can. This is a class room environment with no physical training performed.

Family Education Weapons Class

We can put a course together to meet your family needs

AK 47 Fighter

We offer AK 47 Fighter Beginner, Intermediate and
Advanced courses. No steel core, armor piercing or
tracers allowed.

**New - Helicopter Interdiction Course**

Students will conduct live fire operations from a Bel
Air Jet Ranger 2 helicopter on stationary targets. Students learn proper rigging procedures, communications, observation, embark and debark operations,
leads and holds and all requirements needed to safely
perform live operations inside the helicopter. This 1.5
day course is limited to 4 students and is held in Phoenix Arizona.

Optics Theory & Scope Mounting

This 3 hour course is designed to familiarize the students with the latest optical technology and mechanics.

Armalite Armorer

This class is designed to familiarize the students with
the Armalite rifle system in .223 and .308. Students
will disassemble the rifles to the smallest components
and receiver groups and then learn to reassemble
with the proper torque and factory specifications using factory recommended tools while supervised by
S.T.A. Training Group’s Armalite certified Master Armorer.

Falcon Dunes
Golf Course

Night Fighter Course

This course is designed for the shooter looking to get
training on night vision and thermal optic shooting at
night. With the growing interest in commercial night
vision, state laws that now allow hunting at night , law
enforcement deployment, security contractor deployment and night operations photography.
- Must be in good standing with Law Enforcement
- CCW/US Drivers License/US ID
- Must be a U.S. citizen
- Can not be a felon or have domestic violence conviction
- No intention of using information taught at STA Training
Group to commit a crime or crimes.
- Relatively good physical condition. Please e-mail for
physical requirement details if in question.
- Must know the firearm safety rules;
1 - Treat every weapon as if it were loaded
2 - Keep your weapon on safe until you are presenting to
the target to which you will engage.
3 - Never let your muzzle cover anything you do not intend
to shoot.
4 - Be aware of what’s between you and your target, your
target, your backstop and beyond.
5 - Keep your finger straight and off the trigger until you’re
on target and ready to fire.

Contact us at info@statraininggroup.com for more
details. Jerod Johnson 623.363.9404
http://statraininggroup.com/
https://www.facebook.com/statg
2010 W. Parkside Suite 134, Phoenix AZ 85027
*All Prices are subject to change

Tee Time Reservation System:
To make tee times on the Automated
Tee Time System, register in the golf
shop or go online www.lukeevents.com
USGA RATING & YARDAGE
Tee
Yardage USGA USGA
		
Rating Slope
Falcon
6611
70.5
125
Eagle
6035
67.5
120
Phantom
5641
66
110
Starfighter 5086
68.6
118
15100 W. Northern Avenue
Waddell, Arizona, 85355
Golf Shop Phone (623) 535-9334
Catering & Restaurant (623) 856-0004

Welcome to STA Training Group

STA Training Group was founded by former Marine
Corps Scout Snipers who wanted to bring realistic and
current sniper employment tactics and procedures to
Military, Law Enforcement and Security contractors
deploying around the world and here in the United
States. We also offer basic, intermediate, and advanced precision rifle courses for vetted civilian enthusiasts who want to improve their shooting fundamentals.
All of our instructors are former Marine, Navy Seal,
Army Special Operations, Law Enforcement, Specialized Medical Professionals, active duty Fire Fighters,
or Security contract snipers who bring their own
unique ideas and instruction through decades of deployments into specialized training courses.

COURSES
1 Day Precision Rifle Shooting Clinic

STA will come to your range and set up the MGM
pneumatic target system along with other reactive
steel targets and conduct a professional shooting
seminar for agency snipers. STA Training Group will
train the officers on the fundamentals of marksmanship and set up live fire courses of fire primarily from
barricades and improvised shooting positions. This
course will enhance the sniper’s ability to access the
situation and engage targets from more realistic positions other than prone. The pneumatic target system
is a 15 ft. trailer with integrated gas/air compressor
that operates 10, 8” steel targets via wireless remote.
Cost: $100 per officer, minimum of 6 officers to schedule, maximum of 10. Ammunition is not included.

2.5 Day Alpha Precision Rifle Fighting Course

This course is designed to enhance your shooting
abilities out to 300 meters with a precision rifle from
unsupported or improvised shooting positions. Most
shooting will be done kneeling or standing, no prone
shooting in this course except for zero. We will be
doing an optics mounting demonstration and optics
theory class. Armor piercing ammunition is not authorized (to include SS109 62. Grain Green Tip).
This course is open to Vetted civilians, LE and military.
This course focuses on fundamentals of marksmanship from unsupported positions. Alpha Class – $425

5 Day – Precision Rifle Fighting Course

This course is designed to familiarize the students
with the most current precision rifle techniques and
employment while focusing strong on the basic fundamentals of marksmanship. The skill level of these
techniques and fundamentals are put into a series of
very high standard courses of fire. This course will take
a student with no precision rifle experience and bring
them to a high level and understanding of marksmanship, observation, range estimation and improvised
shooting positions from instructors with decades of
operational and more importantly INSTRUCTIONAL
experience. The Precision Rifle Fighter course will
challenge any shooter no matter level / experience.
Our facility offers state of the art steel target systems
for both day and night shooting exercises out to 1000
+ yards. The facility has multiple buildings, a mock Afghan village, micro terrain and rolling mountains that
offer unpredictable winds ideal for precision rifle employment.5 Day Precision Rifle Fighting – $1200

Carbine Fighter Course (Beginner)

This 2 day course is designed to teach the basic fundamentals of carbine marksmanship and manipulation. This course is ideal for the experienced shooter
who wants to go back and focus on the basics and
apply some new techniques or for the shooter wishing to start and establish a solid foundation. No prior
carbine courses are required. Round count 800 .22,
308 to .22-5.56 NO 300 BLACKOUT allowed. ALL FIREARMS, OPTICS AND EQUIPMENT CAN BE PROVIDED
AT NO COST, excluding ammunition. $325

Carbine Fighter Course (Intermediate)

This two day course is designed for the shooter who
has carbine experience and looking to further their
knowledge with positional shooting, reloads, barricades, marksmanship, manipulation and malfunctions. Some carbine experience is required. $250.00.
Round count 1000 .22,308 to .22-5.56 NO 300 BLACKOUT allowed. . ALL FIREARMS, OPTICS AND EQUIPMENT CAN BE PROVIDED AT NO COST, excluding ammunition. Intermediate Carbine Course – $325

Carbine Fighter Course (Advanced)

This 2.5 day course is ideal for the advanced carbine shooter who wants to have their shooting skills
pushed with transition drills, low light/no light drills,
malfunctions, advanced marksmanship, turning drills,
support side marksmanship, barricades and reloads.

Both a minimum of prior intermediate level carbine
and pistol are required for this course. $300.00.
Round count 1,000 rifle rounds and rounds of .22.308
to .22-5.56, 400 rounds of pistol ammunition. ALL
FIREARMS, OPTICS AND EQUIPMENT CAN BE PROVIDED AT NO COST, excluding ammunition.
ADVANCED Carbine Course – $325

Defensive Pistol Fighter Course (Beginner)

This 2 day course is one of STA’s most popular. Home
defense, education and safety go hand in hand with
the beginner course. This course is designed for
the new handgun owner who wishes to learn more
about a recent pistol purchase or a possible future
purchase but aren’t sure what to buy. This course is
not wrapped around extensive live fire but operations, manipulation, storage and marksmanship with
a handgun. Basic fundamentals of marksmanship are
applied on a live fire range with several options to figure out what handgun is best for you. This course is
designed to be scenario based around home protection. Round count 400. No prior shooting experience
is required. Beginner Pistol Course – $325

Defensive Pistol Fighter Course (Intermediate)

This 2 day course offers the shooter an experience
to further their basic pistol skills with drawing from
a holster, shooting positions, reloads, manipulations,
malfunctions and marksmanship. Basic shooting experience is required. Round count 800. Intermediate
Pistol Course $325

Pistol Fighter Course (Advanced)

This course is two days and is set to test the capabilities of the experienced shooters with advanced
marksmanship, manipulation, ball and dummy drills,
barricades/cover, reloads and multiple targets. Round
count 1000. ADVANCED Pistol course – $325
All Pistol Fighter Corses; FIREARMS AND EQUIPMENT
CAN BE PROVIDED AT NO COST, excluding ammunition.

Patriot Ordnance Factory Authorized
Civilian Armorer Course

This course is designed to show the civilian rifle enthusiast the benefits of the POF system and how to
disassemble, maintain and make repairs to the POF
system through factory authorized instructors. The
course also includes a tour of the POF-USA factory.
POF-USA Factory authorized armorer course- $400.00

